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Despite only nine years of production, Vincents continue to be ridden regularly in rallies, hard
in racing, and certainly well beyond the normal lifespan of a motorcycle. This book tells the
Vincent story from 1946 until the present day, including the stories of those significant
individuals who helped to make Vincents such legendary machines.
A unique collection of rare original colour photographs of Grand Prix and sports cars, taken
between 1954 and 1959 at races and hillclimbs in England & Ireland. This book is an absolute
must for Revivalists and all lovers of classic motorsport.
Describes the basics of automotive engineering to help master the techniques of drawing and
painting a variety of automobiles.
A world of fun, excitement, exploration and satisfaction awaits the owner of an iconic BMW
E30 3 Series cars - and this book is your ticket to that wonderful world. Some of the most
popular forms of motorsport are examined, along with explanations of how to take part and
what equipment you need.
Ford cars can be found all over the world, and vintage models appear at most classic car
shows. This book helps to identify the models sold by Ford of Britain, and provides detailed
information on each model, with technical specifications, original colour photographs, and lists
the colour schemes that were available. Continuing this popular series covering classic British
cars, David Rowe now turns his keen eye to the British Ford models. He is well placed to do
so, having worked at two Ford dealerships over a 30-year period and has driven many of the
models covered by this book.
This is a story of excitement, laughs, astonishment and anger - a story of the determination of
a man with a dream and a passion for motor racing in the big leagues. It is the first time that
the story of the Gordini racing team has been documented in English, and the first complete
story of Gordini himself in any language.
Stop! Don't buy a Mercedes Benz "Pagoda" 230SL, 250SL or 280SL roadster or coupe without
buying this book first! Having this book in your pocket is just like having a real marque expert
by your side. Benefit from Chris Bass's years of Mercedes ownership: learn how to spot a bad
car quickly and how to assess a promising one like a professional. Get the right car at the right
price! Packed with good advice from running costs, through paperwork, vital statistics,
valuation and the Mercedes community, to will it fit in your garage and with your lifestyle? This
is the complete guide to choosing, assessing and buying your dream car.
A small investment in this book could save you a fortune. With the aid of this book's step-bystep expert guidance, you will discover all you need to know about the car you want to buy.
The unique point system will help you to place the car's value in relation to condition.

This book brings together all of the author's TR 2, 3, 3A, 4 & 4A expertise in one easy
to use, completely updated and revised edition. Includes body, trim and mechanical
restoration, left- to right- hand drive conversion, clubs, specialists and suppliers,
welding and restoration techniques, and advice on which work to subcontract.
This unique book will help you work through the long list of XJ variants to choose the
one that best suits your budget and intended use. Full of practical first-hand tips and
pictures to guide even a novice through all the stages of becoming a Jaguar or Daimler
saloon owner. Packed with 100 new detail pictures, and with a unique points system to
assess the condition of potential purchases, this book is a must for any potential XJ6
owner.
Starting with the original Standard prototype of 1903, this book covers the scores of
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Standard models built until the brand was discontinued in 1963 (Britain) and 1987
(India). It also covers the Ferguson tractor involvement, millitary aero-engine
manufacture, military aircraft manufacturer (including Beaufighter and Mosquito fighterbombers), Rolls-Royce Avon turbo-jet military engine manufacture, and Triumph cars.
The story of an independent trek in a restored 50-year-old Mini - all the way to the
Great Pyramid and back. Inspirational to others, the book includes practical advice on
the preparation required for such marathon drives, along with photos of car prep and
the run itself.
"All the information needed to rebuild your 2CV in step-by-step detail, supported by
over 1500, mainly colour illustrations. Covers body, trim and mechanical restoration,
and gives advice on what to look for when buying a car or van, and originality guidance
(colour schemes and production changes)."--Publisher description.
The first definitive book covering the 911 3.2 Carrera. Written and compiled by Tony
Corlett, this book covers one of the greatest Porsches ever made. From 1984 to 1989,
this 911 represented the peak of 911 evolution and stands today as a great blend
between the classic and modern 911.
Demand for Bay window buses is booming with rocketing prices to match. This is the
first and only book to address the needs of owners looking to save a Bay bus. The book
is packed with clear color photographs showing step by step real life restoration.
Covers the life of one of the greatest women rally drivers of all time, Pat Moss Carlsson.
Sister to Stirling Moss, Pat had a highly successful career in show-jumping before
moving into motorsport, going on to become European Ladies Rally Champion no fewer
than five times.
This book focuses on the three decades during which Tony Gardiner was an ordinary spectator
at the Brighton National Speed Trials; the previously unpublished images he captured then,
together with his colorful recollections, bring back to life the dramatic atmosphere of a day at
the races, Brighton-style.
BSA Bantam is the most numerous and popular small classic British bike on the market. 100
photos illustrate this practical, straightforward guide to buying a secondhand BSA Bantam.
Wolseley cars are easily recognised by their illuminated radiator badges and unique front
grilles, distinguishing them from their Austin and Morris counterparts. All the models from 1948
to 1975 are covered in this informative guide. Illustrated with original colour photographs, and
with detailed information including colour schemes, optional equipment and technical
specifications, this book provides a complete history of the cars from 1948 to the end of
production, as well as the Wolseley models built by the Nuffield organisation in the late forties.
These classic British cars are rarely covered in other books, and never in as much detail as
you will find here – this is the ultimate guide for all Wolseley enthusiasts!
An in-depth look at one of the world’s greatest scooter marques, including detailed information
on the main Italian-built models, the Lambretta Concessionaires machines and British dealer
specials.
In this book, seasoned motorcycle restorer Ricky Burns takes you through each of the stages
of real-life restorations. Aimed at enthusiasts of all abilities, from the total beginner to those
with experience already, the reader is shown each stage and process in step-by-step detail,
along with the techniques, tricks and tips used by experts. From choosing a project, setting up
a workshop, and preparing a motorcycle, to sourcing parts, dismantling, restoring and
renovating, this book is the perfect guide for the classic motorcycle restorer.
A guide to body and chassis restoration offers advice on all aspects of restoration for metalbodied cars, including patching panels, removing dents, and protecting against rust.
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Completed at home by an enthusiastic DIY mechanic who has great experience rebuilding
bikes, this book covers the complete restoration of a Triumph Trident T150V and a Triumph
T160. Each and every aspect of the dismantling, refurbishment and reassembly of these
classic bikes is covered in great detail, accompanied by a host of clear colour photos.
The automobile seems to be as popular now as it ever was. Posters of cars still adorn many a
child’s bedroom wall, and school exercise books are full of doodles of cars. This book takes
those notebook sketches and teaches you how to develop them into the car designs you see in
magazines. Using simple to follow step-by-step drawings it guides you from pencil sketch to
marker rendering, from doodle to highly visual computer generated artwork. Adrian Dewey has
worked on designs as diverse as small sports cars to double decker buses, modified motors to
concept Formula 1 cars, using various techniques and styles. In this book, he uses his
knowledge of the different styles to guide the reader in creating great artwork and designs of
their own. The book shows in detail how to use different materials and how to get the most out
of each one, whether it be a great pencil sketch or a photo realistic vector illustration. The book
also features an easy to follow index for quick reference on different types of drawing.

This book gives enthusiasts of the single overhead camshaft Honda Four a step-bystep guide to a full restoration. Whether it be the small but luxurious CB350/4 right
through to the ground breaking CB750/4. This guide covers dismantling the motorcycle
and its components, restoring and sourcing parts, paint spraying, decals and polishing.
The chapters cover, Engine, frame, forks, fuel, exhaust, seat, brakes, tyres, electrics,
up to the rebuild and on to safe setup and general maintenance and finally onto riding
safely and storage.
Most renewable energy systems aren’t new, but their use is. This handbook shows
how each of the main renewable energy technologies works, along with step-by-step
details of how it’s installed, as well as the pros and – at least as importantly – the cons
of each type of installation.
A practical, straightforward guide to buying a secondhand Triumph Bonneville, from the
very first 1959 T120 pre-unit 650, to the very last T140 unit 750 machines built by L F
Harris. What they're like to live with, spares availability and prices, plus point-by-point
guide to buying a Bonnie. One hundred colour photos, useful appendices and expert
advice mean this book could save you thousands.
A full colour guide to British radiator and accessory mascots of 1896 to 1960 compiled
by two leading experts in the field. Packed with information and stunning pictures, this
comprehensive guide is a must for collectors and would-be collectors. As well as
detailing the authors' collecting experiences, the book tells the reader how to get
started, where to buy and - very importantly - how to spot fakes. 54 British marque
mascots are covered, as are mascots produced by corporations such as ICI and the
accessory mascots which owners could purchase to individualise their cars
This book contains a year-by-year account of Lino Tonti's development and evolution of
the V7 Sport into the stylistic 850 Le Mans.
The 924 Carrera was a homologation model built to qualify the 924 model to race in
Group 4. One of the great supercars of the 1980s, the 924 Carrera was considered by
many to have better handling characteristics than Porsche’s flagship 911. The book
features interviews with many of those involved with the car at the time together with
race stories, statistics, and a unique exposé of component failures during racing.
From the late 19th century the progress of the movies has paralleled that of the
motorcar. Now, for the first time, these developments are chronicled through the
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medium of the Movie Poster. The book celebrates the progression from the simple and
crude, through the functional, the ambitious, the barking mad, right up to today’s hightech, computer generated, often soulless examples of both cinema and automobile. By
charting the poster art of the movies chronologically, the book takes you on a journey
through the 20th Century in black and white, sepia, hand coloring, stone-litho, and
glorious Technicolor. The book shows the obsessively accurate, the artist’s impression,
the photographic and the wildly imaginative depictions of the automobile. The
development of product placement in marketing is well-illustrated. Why did the Mustang
appear in so little publicity for Bullitt? Where was the Mini in most of the world’s
publicity for The Italian Job? Why wasn’t the Alfa Romeo Dueto prominent in the
advertising of The Graduate? The book doesn’t provide intricate plot lines or vast cast
lists; there are many reference works, both in books and on-line that supply this detail.
Instead it shows how different countries promoted the same movie and give a brief
guide to buying posters of movies safely. Primarily this is a book to wallow in,
beautifully photographed artwork is guaranteed to bring memories favorite cars in
movies and gives a fascinating insight into the evolution of cinema, marketing and the
automobile. With 250 color photos, this book is a fascinating feast in all respects. With
250 pictures of rare and original posters and a star rating system for rarity, this is a
beautiful book to browse and a valuable investment guide.
Packed with restoration know-how on all kinds of interior fittings in your classic car:
carpets, headlinings, seats, wood and synthetic material parts, instruments, steering
wheels: even how to succeed in making your radio sound just like new! Includes
reproduction of parts on a 3D printer.
If a racing car could disappoint an entire nation, that was the dramatic fate of Britain's BRM
.Few cars of any kind have a more exotic and exciting reputation among enthusiasts than the
first BRM, a 16-cylinder wonder machine, heralded as a certain race winner and backed by the
nation's motor industry, it was British Racing Motor's bid to put the UK at the top of the Grand
Prix series. It did come good -- producing more than 500 horsepower -- but only after the
Formula 1 for which it was built had expired.
Beginning with a look at the SL model's heritage, this book describes the full development and
production history of a modern classic. Covering available models in all the major markets,
year-by-year, and including limited editions, the data is supported by contemporary
illustrations, sourced from the factory, plus in-depth appendices.
Given the small cost of this book, you would be foolish to spend thousands on an example of
Citroën's classic and iconic 2CV without taking it's expert advice ...
This book is the biography of Cliff Allison who started motor racing over fifty years ago with a
little Cooper 500. Very much a countryman at heart Allison was not one of the party-going
racing drivers but a driver with a huge ambition to race in Formula 1. With 100 photos, full
history and complete race results this is a fascinating piece of motor sport history.
Whether a CX500, luxurious CS650 Silver Wing, or CX650 Turbo, this book provides a step-bystep guide to a full restoration. From dismantling, sourcing and restoring parts, to spray
painting, decals and polishing. From the rebuild itself, to general maintenance and riding
safety, this is the only restoration manual you’ll need.
A veteran motoring journalist’s extraordinary life, told through delightfully eccentric stories and
charming diary extract. This unique book is packed with fascinating stories about classic cars
and motorcycles, set in a bygone world, and properly fixed in time. (Fiction.)
A small investment in this book could save you a fortune. With the aid of this book's step-bystep expert guidance, you'll discover all the information you need to know about the Alfa
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Romeo Giulia GT Coupe you want to buy. Unique point system will help you to place the car's
value in relation to condition. This is an important investment-don't buy a car without this
book's help.
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